
Toy Box Manufacturer Urges Early Ordering To
Ensure Holiday Delivery Of A Personalized Toy
Box

WoodToyBox.com is taking personalized toy chest holiday

gift orders now. The company sells handcrafted all wood toy

chests and manufactured toy boxes.

BISMARCK, ND, USA, October 1, 2014 /EINPresswire.com/

-- The holidays are approaching quickly and

WoodToyBox.com has the perfect solution for parents

who are wondering what to do with the coming barrage

of toys: a personalized toy chest. The company sells

hand-crafted wood and manufactured wood toy chests in

several different styles and designs and is taking holiday

orders now.  

"Wooden toy chests are very popular gifts. We always see

a spike in orders during the fall and this year isn't an

exception. We ship via FedEx and typically anticipate 2-3

weeks for delivery, but when the holiday rush hits, things can take a bit longer. To avoid paying

rush shipping fees, we encourage early orders, especially for personalized chests," said Bob

Beck, founder of Wood Toy Box (http://www.woodtoybox.com/).

Beck noted that the toy chests are purchased by grandparents, aunts, and uncles just as

frequently as they are purchased by parents. The practical gift idea is much appreciated as it

provides parents with a safe and sturdy storage solution that fits right in with the home's décor.

A personalized toy box is a hit with kids too, who love to see their names front and center on the

chest.

"They're a unique gift. People get tired of giving toys that will be outgrown before long but these

grow with the child. Our toyboxes last for years and the classic design means they can easily go

from a toy box to a storage chest as the child gets older. It's a gift that will last a lifetime," said

Beck.

Two different types of toy chests are available at WoodToyBox.com: Handcrafted Toyboxes and

Manufactured Toyboxes. The handcrafted toyboxes are larger and are made of oak or birch
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wood and wood veneers. Outside dimensions are 40"L x 21" W x 20" H. The manufactured

toyboxes vary in size, depending on the style chosen, and are comprised mainly of fiberboard

and plywood with some wooden components. All of the chests sold by WoodToyBox.com are

equipped with lid supports that keep the lid open no matter what position. This safety features

prevents the lid from dropping down on children's hands and heads when they are reaching into

the box.

All of the toychests manufactured by WoodToyBox.com are lead-free and safe for children. They

are available unfinished or stained in oak, cherry, bamboo and espresso with a satin topcoat. All

chests require simple assembly upon delivery.

To order a toy box with a name engraved on it, contact WoodToyBox.com at 701-214-1520 or visit

their shop online at www.woodtoybox.com.

About Wood Creations, Inc. and WoodToyBox.com: Wood Creations Inc. is a family-owned

business that produces handcrafted toy boxes, memory chests and keepsake boxes. Operated

by Bob and Julie Beck, the business started many years ago after creating storage boxes for toys

for friends and relatives who had children and has further expanded since then. With a

multitude of various toy boxes and chests for blankets with either special designs or

personalized lettering offered on the site, Wood Creations has something for everyone.

Press release courtesy of Online PR Media: http://bit.ly/1rI93Vd
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